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SEVEN years after the housing bubble burst, federal regulators backed
away just last month from the tougher mortgage-underwriting standards that the
Dodd-Frank Act of 2010 had directed them to develop. New standards were supposed to raise the quality of the “prime” mortgages that get packaged and sold to
investors; instead, they will have the opposite eﬀect.
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a down payment of 20 percent, a good

The regulators believe that lower underwriting standards promote homeownership
and make mortgages and homes more af-
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How could this be? Consider this: If the required
down payment for a
mortgage is 10 percent,

accumulated equity to
buy a bigger or better
appointed home.
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ing market not subsidized by lax stan-
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the same buyer can purchase a $200,000

new homes to meet the financial resources

home. The buyer is taking more risk by bor-

of home buyers entering the market. Home

rowing more, but can aﬀord to bid more.

prices would stabilize and not rise faster

In other words, low underwriting standards
— especially low down payments — drive

than incomes. Low- and moderate-income
families and millennials might have to wait
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to save for a first home, but they would be

lies. Although it runs counter to the current

able to aﬀord it.

Washington view, good underwriting stan-

(Higher down payments are not the only
way to limit excessive borrowing. The

dards can satisfy the objectives of both
parties.

“standard” 30-year mortgage is a subsi-

It’s clear that today’s policies create win-

dized, archaic result of our government’s

ners and losers. The winners include real

distorted housing policies; very few home

estate agents and home builders, who

buyers stay in a home for 30 years. A 15-
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year fixed-rate mortgage means higher

larger and more expensive homes. The los-

monthly payments, but the homeowner

ers, as we saw in the financial crisis, are

starts to accumulate equity sooner, reduc-

borrowers of modest means who are lured

ing the lender’s risk.)

into financing arrangements they can’t af-

If the government got out of the way,
would sound underwriting standards come
back? History suggests yes. Although Fan-

ford. When the result is foreclosure and
eviction, one of the central goals of homeownership — building equity — is undone.
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After the financial crisis, Representative

government-backed, they were

Barney Frank — the Massachusetts Demo-

shareholder-owned, profit-making firms.

crat who led the House Financial Services

They adopted strong underwriting stan-

Committee during the crisis, and a cham-

dards to avoid the credit risk of subprime

pion of credit programs for low-income

and other high-risk mortgages. But after

buyers — admitted, “It was a great mis-

Congress enacted aﬀordable-housing

take to push lower-income people into

goals, administered by the Department of

housing they couldn’t aﬀord and couldn’t

Housing and Urban Development, in 1992,

really handle once they had it.” Policy mak-

underwriting standards declined.

ers who support homeownership would be

Republicans generally favor eliminating the
government’s role in housing finance, while
Democrats worry that without government

wise to consider who is hurt and who is
helped when we abandon traditional underwriting standards.

support, mortgages would be too expensive for low- and moderate-income fami-
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